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The attitude determination capability of a nano satellite is limited by a lack of traditional high
performance attitude sensors, a result of having small budgets for mass and power. Attitude
determination can still be performed on a nano satellite with low fidelity sensors, but
an accurate model of the spacecraft attitude dynamics is required. The passive magnetic
stabilization systems commonly employed in nano satellites are known to introduce
uncertainties in the parameters of the attitude dynamics model that cannot easily be resolved
prior to launch. In this paper, a batch estimation problem is formulated that simultaneously
solves for the attitude of the spacecraft and performs parameter estimation on the magnetic
properties of the magnetic materials using only a measurement of the solar vector. The
estimation technique is applied to data from NASA Ames Research Center's O/OREOS nano
satellite and the University of Michigan's RAX-1 nano satellite, where clear differences are
detected between the magnetic properties as measured before launch and those that fit the
observed data. To date this is the first known on-orbit verification of the attitude dynamics
model of a passively magnetically stabilized spacecraft.

& 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of IAA.
1. Introduction

On large spacecraft, high precision attitude determination
can be performed using high performance sensors such as
star trackers and inertial grade gyros. On nano satellites, such
as RAX-1 illustrated in Fig. 1, such instrumentation is not
available due to small budgets for mass, volume and power.
Furthermore, any attitude sensor that is used will take away
valuable budget from the science payload. Consequently it is
desirable to be able to perform attitude determination on a
nano satellite using few, small sensors.

A candidate minimal sensor set would be the spacecraft's
own solar panels. By using the existing solar panels, no
additional components are being added to the spacecraft,
and no additional mass, volume or power budget is being
used. From differential solar panel currents, an estimate of the
Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of IA
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).
solar vector can be obtained, and this can be used to perform
attitude determination.

Attitude determination can still be performed on a nano
satellite using only a measurement of the solar vector, but an
estimator that incorporates an accurate spacecraft attitude
dynamics model is required.

The same low mass and power budgets that negate the
use of high performance attitude sensors also encourage the
use of passive magnetic stabilization systems in nano satel-
lites. These passive magnetic systems require no power and
have low mass and volume requirements. Passive magnetic
systems typically consist of a permanent dipole that provides
alignment to the Earth's magnetic field, and magnetically
permeable material that provides damping for the removal
of excess rotational kinetic energy. An accurate attitude
dynamics model for a passively magnetically stabilized space-
craft requires an accurate model of the torques generated
from the interaction of these magnetic components with the
Earth's magnetic field.

While the torque arising from a permanent dipole of
known strength in an external magnetic field is trivially
A.
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Fig. 1. University of Michigan RAX-1 3U Cubesat.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of solar vector components for RAX-1. 30-Dec-2010
14:28:15 UTC. Pre-launch estimated dipole used. Note large errors between
observed data and simulation.
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computed, the magnetically permeable material poses
more of a challenge due to non-linear time-variant
dynamics, and the presence of additional states that are
not directly observable. These dynamics have been studied
well for isolated samples of material in a laboratory [1],
and in such situations the material's properties can be
accurately characterized. To date there has been no
demonstration of the fidelity of these models when
included in a full attitude dynamics simulation.

When the magnetic components are installed in a space-
craft the magnetic properties will change due to interactions
both with similar material installed in close proximity, and
also to other spacecraft components. Pre-launch testing in the
laboratory of a complete system is hampered by the very
small torques produced, and the difficulty in maintaining a
magnetically clean environment. The differences between
laboratory measured properties and the effective installed
properties have been substantially enough to cause problems
with attitude determination, with previous nano satellite
missions observing disagreements between pre-launch simu-
lations and observed attitude profiles [2]. In many cases, the
observed bus measurements cannot be reproduced using the
pre-launch dynamics model, as demonstrated in Fig. 2, which
compares bus solar data to that derived from simulation.

An alternative approach to characterizing the magnetic
properties in order to obtain an accurate attitude dynamics
model is to calibrate the magnetic properties using on-orbit
data. Specifically parameter estimation can be performed to
fit a dynamics model to the observed data. As the on-orbit
measurements are attitude dependent, the attitude determi-
nation and parameter estimation problems need to be solved
simultaneously.
In Section 2 of this paper, a batch estimation framework
is developed to calibrate the parameters of the dynamics
model of a passively magnetically stabilized nano satellite.
The batch estimation technique is applied to actual flight
data from two different nano satellites, and the results
are presented in Section 3. Clear differences are detected
between the magnetic properties as measured before launch
and those found through calibration, and an attitude estima-
tion accuracy of better than 51 is demonstrated.

2. Method

The estimation problem can be described as finding a
set of initial conditions and parameters that reproduce in
simulation the measured data as closely as possible. This
can be formulated as a non-convex optimization problem,
Eq. (1), where initial conditions, x0, and system para-
meters, θ, are iterated upon until simulated data matches
measured data:

minimize
x0 ;θ

∑
m

k ¼ 1
‖ ~yk�hðx̂ðtkÞ; tkÞ‖22

subject to : _̂x ðtÞ ¼ f ðx̂ðtÞ; θ; tÞ
x̂ðt0Þ ¼ x0 ð1Þ

In the application studied in this paper, the function
f ðxðtÞ; θ; tÞ in Eq. (1) describes the attitude dynamics of a
passively magnetically stabilized spacecraft. The state x(t)
includes both the kinematic attitude state and an additional
state required to model the time variant behavior of the
magnetic permeable material. The parameters of the dyna-
mical system, θ, are any constants in the state dynamics that
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are unknown or require calibration, and in this work are the
properties of the magnetic materials in the system and
the inertia matrix, I. The attitude dynamics are described in
detail in Section 2.1.

The measurements, ~yk, are an estimate of the solar
vector, obtained from solar panel currents of photodiode
voltages. The measurement function hðx; tÞ simulates the
measurements, and both are described in Section 2.3.
2.1. Attitude dynamics

_q ¼ 1
2
ω � q ð2Þ

T ¼ I _ωþω� Iω ð3Þ
The attitude kinematics and dynamics for a rigid body are
given by Eqs. (2) and (3) respectively. In Eq. (2) the unit
quaternion is used to represent the spacecraft's attitude and
ω is the body angular rate in the body frame. The symbol �
denotes quaternion multiplication as defined in Ref. [3].

In Eq. (3) the external torque T includes parasitic environ-
mental torques in addition to any control torques. In the case
of a passively magnetically stabilized spacecraft these control
torques will arise from the interaction of the installed
magnetic dipoles with the Earth's magnetic field. Typical
expected values of the environmental torques were estimated
for a 3U (0.3 m�0.1 m�0.1 m) CubeSat in a 650 km low
Earth orbit and are listed in Table 1, along with nominal
values for the torques from a typical passive magnetic
stabilization system. As the parasitic torques are several orders
of magnitude lower than those from the magnetics, it is
reasonable to ignore them in the attitude dynamics model,
and only include the magnetic torque in Eq. (3).
Table 1
Torques acting on the spacecraft.

Torque source Nominal value (N m)

Magnetic dipole 5�10�5

Gravity gradient 3�10�8

Solar radiation pressure 2�10�8

Aerodynamic pressure 2�10�9
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Fig. 3. Passive magnetic stabilization systems. (a) Estimate of rotational kinetic e
(b) Magnetic components of RAX-1 nano satellite.
2.1.1. Magnetic torques
In a typical passive magnetic system, permanent dipoles

are aligned with the desired spin axis, and magnetically
permeable rods are mounted in the plane perpendicular to
the axis. The permanent dipoles provide alignment to the
Earth's magnetic field, and the magnetically permeable
material provides damping of excessive angular motions
post separation. Fig. 3(a) shows an estimate of the rotational
kinetic energy time history of a nano satellite over 30 days
following separation from the launch vehicle. During the
first 15 days, when the spacecraft is still finishing de-
tumbling, the permeable rods provide the dominant source
of damping. After 15 days, the permeable rods become
latched, no longer provide a significant source of damping,
and the spacecraft enters a steady state. The science mission
is typically carried out during this phase. Fig. 3(b) illustrates
a typical installed configuration, where four vertical (z
aligned) permanent dipoles and two horizontal (x and y
aligned) permeable rods are employed.

The torque from a dipole of strength M in a magnetic
field H is given by Eq. (4) where μ0 is the permeability
of free space. In a system consisting of both permanent
dipoles and magnetically permeable material the torque
can be computed using Eq. (5) where MP is the strength
of the permanent dipole, and Bi(t) is the time varying
induced flux density in the ith permeable rod of volume Vi.
The rod is aligned along unit vector ni:

T ¼ μ0ðM � HÞ ð4Þ

T ¼ ∑
N

i ¼ 1
niBiðtÞViþμ0MP

 !
� H ð5Þ

The external magnetic field, H, in the body frame is a
function of orbital position, which is assumed known, and
the spacecraft attitude. The effective installed permanent
dipole, MP, and the effective permeable rod volume, V, are
both assumed to be unknown constant parameters. The
induced magnetic flux density in the rod, B, is time variant,
so the state dynamics f ðxðtÞ; θ; tÞ must include the dynamics
of the permeable material to allow the torque to be
computed.
nergy history of RAX-1 nano satellite after separation from launch vehicle.
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Fig. 4. Modeling magnetically permeable material. (a) Typical hysteresis loop. (b) Simulation of hysteresis loop.
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In Eq. (5) it is assumed that linear superposition of
multiple permanent dipoles can be used, and so all perma-
nent dipoles can be combined as one permanent dipole.
2.1.2. Hysteresis modeling
If a permeable rod is placed in a time varying magnetic

field with component H along the long axis of the rod,
the flux density induced in the rod, B, lags changes in
the external field, a phenomenon known as hysteresis. The
three magnetic properties of permeable material that
describe the shape of these hysteresis loops, as illustrated
in Fig. 4(a), are the saturation flux density Bs; the rema-
nence flux density Br; and the coercivity Hc.

Flatley and Henretty [1] proposed an empirical model to
describe both the bounding curves of the hysteresis material
and the behavior in the region between the two curves. The
bounding curves are described by the inverse tangent
function equation (6). Eq. (7) is the empirically derived
differential equation that describes the behavior at any
point (H,B) between the limits. The derived material prop-
erty k is called the shape parameter. A sample simulated
hysteresis loop is illustrated in Fig. 4(b) where the external
field was varied between 7Hc:

BlimðHÞ ¼ Bs
2
π

� �
atanðkðH7HcÞÞ ð6Þ

dB
dH

¼ 2
π
kBs cos 2 π

2
B
Bs

� �
H�HlimðBÞ

2Hc

� �2

ð7Þ

where

k¼ 1
Hc

tan
π

2
Br

Bs

� �
ð8Þ

HlimðBÞ ¼
1
k
tan

π

2
B
Bs

� �
7Hc ð9Þ

If both the component of the external field aligned with
the rod, H, and the time rate of change of this component, _H ,
are known then magnetically permeable material can be
included in a dynamical system by augmenting the existing
states with the induced flux density, B, and augmenting the
state update equations with

dB
dt

¼ dB
dH

dH
dt

ð10Þ

It has been shown [4] that significant computational
advantages are obtained by integrating a substituted
modified flux state, S, as defined in Eq. (11) rather than
directly integrating the induced flux density, B:

S¼ tan
π

2
B
Bs

� �
ð11Þ

The bounding limits and differential equation describ-
ing the behavior between the limits are described in
Eqs. (12) and (13) respectively. Integrating the modified
flux density, S, rather than the induced flux density, B,
involves fewer transcendental function evaluations and
operations close to ð tan π

2Þ:
Slim ¼ kðH7HcÞ ð12Þ

dS
dH

¼ k
H�S

k7Hc

2Hc

 !2

ð13Þ

dS
dt

¼ dS
dH

dH
dt

ð14Þ

The substitution offers faster numerical convergence,
allowing a larger integration time step and an order of mag-
nitude improvement in integration speed. This speed increase
becomes of great value in the optimization performed in this
paper, where multiple evaluations are required per step to
compute finite difference gradients.

A separate modified flux state, Si, must be propagated
for each of the N installed rods.

2.1.3. External magnetic field
Computation of the torque also requires knowledge of

the external magnetic field in the body frame. Computing
the time derivative of the induced magnetic flux density in
the rod, Eqs. (10) and (14), additionally requires knowl-
edge of the time rate of change of the external field.

Assuming that the spacecraft's orbital position is known,
then the external magnetic field in an inertial frame, HECI, can
be computed from the IGRF [5] model. If it is assumed that
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the orbital position is independent of the spacecraft's atti-
tude then the spacecraft's orbital position can be propagated
independently and the inertial time derivative of the mag-
netic field in the inertial frame, _HECI, computed. From these,
the external magnetic field, H, and its body frame time
derivative, _H , in the body frame can then be calculated using
Eqs. (15) and (16) respectively:

H¼ q � HECI � q�1 ð15Þ

_H ¼ q � _HECI � q�1�ω� H ð16Þ
2.1.4. Summary of attitude dynamics
The system state x consists of the attitude, attitude rates,

and the modified flux state of each of the N permeable rods,
as in the following equation:

xðtÞ ¼

qðtÞ
ωðtÞ
S1ðtÞ
⋮

SNðtÞ

2
6666664

3
7777775

ð17Þ

The full attitude dynamics of a passively magnetically
stabilized spacecraft are summarized in the following
equations:

_qðtÞ ¼ 1
2
ωðtÞ � qðtÞ ð18Þ

_ωðtÞ ¼ I�1 ∑
N

i ¼ 1

2
π
eiBsi V i atan ðSiðtÞÞþμ0MP

 !"

�HðtÞ�ωðtÞ � IωðtÞ
#

ð19Þ

_SiðtÞ ¼ kinT
i
_HðtÞ nT

i HðtÞ�1
kSiðtÞ7Hci

2Hci

 !2

; i¼ 1…N ð20Þ

where

HðtÞ ¼ qðtÞ � HECIðtÞ � q�1ðtÞ ð21Þ

_HðtÞ ¼ qðtÞ � _HECIðtÞ � q�1ðtÞ�ωðtÞ � HðtÞ ð22Þ
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Fig. 5. Estimating the solar vector. (a) Raw sensor readings (7x only). (b) Sc
2.2. Parameters

In this paper, the batch dynamics estimation method is
applied during the science phase of the mission, where
an attitude determination capability is most useful. In the
science phase, when the spacecraft is in a steady state, the
magnetically permeable rods are assumed to no longer be
providing a significant source of damping and the mag-
netic torque is dominated by the permeant dipole.

The parameters being optimized over, θ, are the moments
of inertia and the permanent dipole, as defined in Eq. (23),
where I denotes a vector of the six unique parameters in the
inertia matrix I:

θ¼ I
MP

" #
ð23Þ

The magnetically permeable material is still included in
the dynamics model, and the required properties, Br, Bs
and Hc, are obtained by performing a separate batch
estimation using data that captures the damping effect of
the permeable material [6]. For example, in the case of the
RAX-1 nano satellite, data was used that covered a period
of 30 days, starting 10 days after launch.

2.3. Measurement function

In this work, it is assumed that the only measurement
available to the spacecraft is an estimate of the solar vector
in the body frame. This can be obtained from solar panel
currents, or from photodiode voltages if they are available.
Fig. 5 describes the general process for obtaining an estimate
of the solar vector from raw readings. It is assumed that the
normals of the faces of the spacecraft are aligned with the
7x, 7y and 7z body axes.

The raw readings are first shifted so that the minimum
reading is zero, which takes account of bias in the
measurement. Following this the shifted raw readings
are scaled so that the maximum value is one, using a
backwards looking window. This scaling is designed to
take into account sensor degradation over time. Next, the
readings from the negative facing panels are subtracted
from the positive facing readings to obtain a unit vector
component in x, y and z. Finally these components are
combined and scaled to unit length. It is not expected that
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this final scaling will change the components significantly,
and for the data from RAX-1, the unscaled length was in
the range 0.97–1.02.

The solar vector in the body frame, c, is related to the
solar vector in the inertial frame, cECI, via the following
equation:

c¼ q � cECI � q�1 ð24Þ
The solar vector in the inertial frame is assumed known,
and is a function of the spacecraft's orbital position.
Eq. (24) is the measurement function, hðxðtÞ; tÞ, as required
in the optimization presented in Eq. (1).

2.4. Constraints

The parameters and initial conditions must be con-
strained to physically realizable values. If the dynamics of
the system are correctly formulated, the system is stable
and the initial conditions are physically realizable, then the
system state will stay physically realizable and does not
need to be explicitly constrained.

The constraints on the inertia matrix are given in
Eq. (25). These constraints are equivalent to requiring that
all the principle moments are positive, and that the sum
of the smaller two principle moments is larger than the
largest principle moment:

eigðIÞ40
∑eigðIÞZ2 maxðeigðIÞÞ ð25Þ
The initial state x0 is constrained via the following equations:

Jqðt0ÞJ ¼ 1 ð26Þ

kiðnT
i Hðt0Þ�Hci ÞrSiðt0ÞrkiðnT

i Hðt0ÞþHci Þ; i¼ 1…N ð27Þ

2.5. Simplifications

The dynamics and measurement models, as described by
Eqs. (17) through (24) are non-linear and non-convex. In
addition some of the constraints introduced in Section 2.4
are non-convex. To improve the tractability of the optimiza-
tion, the non-convex constraints can be removed by per-
forming some variable substitution. As an added benefit,
some of these substitutions also reduce the dimension of the
variables being optimized over.
1.
 The initial attitude qðt0Þ is replaced with a three-
component attitude parameterization, the Euler Angles
ðϕ0; θ0;ψ0Þ, such that qðt0Þ ¼ qðϕ0; θ0;ψ0Þ. This substitu-
tion reduces the dimension of state x0 size by one,
and removes the non-convex equality constraint that
requires qðt0Þ to be of unit length.
2.
 The non-convex constraint described in Eq. (27) can be
removed by introducing a new state, s0, as defined
in Eq. (28). The new variable, s0i , denotes the fractional
position that the modified flux density, Siðt0Þ, lies
between the limiting substituted flux densities Slimi

evaluated at nT
i Hðt0Þ, with values of 71 denoting the

limits. The modified flux parameter initial condition
Siðt0Þ can be recovered from s0i
using Eq. (29).

s0i
¼ Siðt0Þ�kinT

i Hðt0Þ
kiHci

; i¼ 1…N ð28Þ

Siðt0Þ ¼ kiðs0iHci þnT
i Hðt0ÞÞ; i¼ 1…N ð29Þ

After the substitution, the non-convex constraint in
Eq. (27) is replaced by the following equation, a linear
constraint:

�1rs0i
r1; i¼ 1…N ð30Þ
3.
 The constraints on the inertia matrix can be simplified by
solving the three principle moments of inertia, I1, I2 and
I3, and a rotation from the principle axes to the body
frame. The rotation can be parameterized by three Euler
angles, ðϕI ; θI ;ψ IÞ. Constraint equation (25), which involved
computation of eigenvalues, can be replaced by linear
constraints on the principle axes given in the following
equations:

I1Z I2Z I3 ð31Þ

I2þ I3Z I1 ð32Þ
The full inertia matrix is linked to the principle axes via a
direction cosine matrix, AðϕI ; θI ;ψ IÞ, parameterized by the
three Euler angles, ðϕI ; θI ;ψ IÞ, as given by the following
equation:

I ¼ AðϕI ; θI ;ψ IÞ
I1 0 0
0 I2 0
0 0 I3

2
64

3
75AðϕI ; θI ;ψ IÞT ð33Þ

The direction cosine matrix AðϕI ; θI ;ψ IÞ can be computed
from the Euler angles using Eq. (45).

After the simplifications, the estimation problem as
described by Eqs. (17)–(33) now has only linear inequality
constraints. The cost function remains non-convex in the
parameters and initial conditions.

2.6. Summary of dynamics estimation problem

The optimization described in Sections 2.1–2.5 is sum-
marized in the following equations:

minimize
x0 ;θ

∑
N

k ¼ 1
‖~ck�q̂ðtkÞ � cECIðtkÞ � q̂�1ðtkÞ‖2 ð34Þ

subject to dynamics

_̂q ðtÞ ¼ 1
2
ω̂ðtÞ � q̂ðtÞ ð35Þ

_̂ω ðtÞ ¼ I�1 ∑
N

i ¼ 1

2
π
niBsi V i atanðSiðtÞÞþμ0MP

 !"

�ĤðtÞ�ω̂ðtÞ � Iω̂ðtÞ
#

ð36Þ

_̂S iðtÞ ¼ kinT
i
_̂H ðtÞ nT

i ĤðtÞ�1
kSiðtÞ7Hci

2Hci

 !2

; i¼ 1…N ð37Þ
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ĤðtÞ ¼ q̂ðtÞ � HECIðtÞ � q̂�1ðtÞ ð38Þ

_̂H ðtÞ ¼ q̂ðtÞ � _HECIðtÞ � q̂�1ðtÞ�ωðtÞ � ĤðtÞ ð39Þ
where

x0 ¼

ϕ0

θ0

ψ0

ω0

s01
⋮
s0N

2
666666666664

3
777777777775
; θ¼

I1
I2
I3
ϕI

θI

ψ I

MP

2
666666666664

3
777777777775

ð40Þ

with initial state

q̂ðt0Þ ¼ qðϕ0; θ0;ψ0Þ ð41Þ

ω̂ðt0Þ ¼ω0 ð42Þ

Ŝiðt0Þ ¼ kiðs0i
Hci þnT

i Ĥðt0ÞÞ; i¼ 1…N ð43Þ
and parameters

I¼ AðϕI ; θI ;ψ IÞ
I1 0 0
0 I2 0
0 0 I3

2
64

3
75AðϕI ; θI ;ψ IÞT ð44Þ

where

AðϕI ; θI ;ψ IÞ ¼
cθIcψ I cθIsψ I �sθI

sϕIsθIcψ I�cϕIsψ I sϕIsθIsψ IþcϕIcψ I sϕIcθI
cϕIsθIcψ IþsϕIsψ I cϕIsθIsψ I�sϕIcψ I cϕIcθI

2
64

3
75

ð45Þ
subject to constraints

�1rs0i
r1 i¼ 1…N ð46Þ

I1Z I2Z I3 ð47Þ

I2þ I3Z I1 ð48Þ

2.7. Initial conditions for optimization

The problem summarized in Section 2.6 remains
highly non-convex. Any numerical method chosen will
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be suboptimal, and will at best only find a local minimum.
Regardless of the numerical optimization method used to
solve the problem, a good initial guess will be critical to
finding a true minimum, corresponding to the best fit.
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Initial estimates for the magnetic properties are best taken
from laboratory tests. As has been shown in the previous
papers [4,7], material data sheets cannot be relied upon for
accurate hysteresis parameters. If no pre-launch test data is
available for the samples installed, then estimates based
upon tests of similar materials can be used.
2
 A good estimate for the initial angular rate, ω0, can be
found by examining the frequency content of the esti-
mated solar vector data. A sample power spectral density
for the RAX-1 spacecraft solar vector data is shown in Fig. 6
(b). In steady state it can be assumed that the space-
craft will be spinning around the permanent dipole, so an
initial angular rate aligned with the permanent dipole
and with the same magnitude as the peak in the power
spectral density will be a reasonable initial guess.
3.
 An initial attitude direction cosine matrix, A0 can be
estimated by solving Wahba's problem [8] at t0. Wahba's
problem determines the rotation matrix between two
frames that best satisfies observations of vectors in both
frames. A minimum of two independent vectors measured
or known in both the body frame and inertial frame are
required to produce a solution. In this problem the two
vectors are the sun unit vector, cECI, and the local external
magnetic field, HECI, both of which are known in the
inertial frame. The measured sun vector in the body frame,
~c, is estimated from onboard sensors. An assumption can
be made that the permanent dipole is aligned to the
magnetic field. This will likely be a reasonable estimate
once the spacecraft is operating in steady state. Following
the method of Markley [9] that uses singular value
decomposition to solve Wahba's problem, an initial esti-
mate of the attitude matrix A0 is found using the following
equations:

R¼ MP

JMP J

� �
HECIðt0Þ

JHECIðt0ÞJ

� �T

þ ~cðt0ÞcTECIðt0Þ ð49Þ

R¼ UΣVT ð50Þ
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A0 ¼U diagð½1 1 detðUÞdetðVÞ�ÞVT ð51Þ
The direction cosine matrix A then needs to be converted
to initial Euler Angles ðϕ0; θ0;ψ0Þ using Eq. (52).

ϕ

θ

ψ

2
64

3
75¼

atan 2ðA23;A33Þ
asinðA31Þ

atan 2ðA12;A11Þ

2
64

3
75 ð52Þ
The result of using these three initial conditions for a
simulation is shown in Fig. 7, in both the time and frequency
domains. No optimization has yet been run, and pre-launch
estimates for the parameters are being used. As can be seen,
the fit is fairly close, but still needs some more tuning.
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Fig. 8. Optimization of initial condition only over
Initial attempts to run the optimization with both the
initial state and parameters as free variables led to diver-
gence, likely due to having too many free parameters. Instead
the optimization was initially run with the parameters held
constant and only the initial state, x0, free. The simulation
was run over windows of 50 s, 100 s and then 250 s, as illus-
trated in Fig. 8.

Once a good fit for the initial state is found, then the
parameters of the dynamics model could be unfrozen and
included in the optimization. Fitting only the initial con-
dition at first takes advantage of the low torque environ-
ment, as over the short windows, the motion is close to
torque free. The optimization algorithm can focus on just
the kinematic state and does not over fit the dynamics
parameters and attain unphysical values.
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2.8. Data sources

The work in this paper utilized flight data from two
different nano satellites, O/OREOS and RAX-1, described in
this section. Neither nano satellites included any deploy-
able or flexible structures, so changes in the moments of
inertia after launch are unlikely. The errors in the attitude
dynamics model are expected to mostly arise from the
uncertainty in the permanent dipole.

The Organism/Organic Exposure to Orbital Stresses
(O/OREOS) spacecraft is a 3U nano satellite that launched in
November 2010 from Kodiak, AK into an approximately
650 km altitude, 721 low Earth orbit. O/OREOS, illustrated in
Fig. 9, carried two astrobiology payloads to study the survi-
vability and viability of the space environment to live organ-
isms and organics respectively. The passive attitude stabili-
zation system consisted of permanent dipoles aligned along
the long (z) axis, and hysteresis rods in the plane perpendi-
cular to the long axis. O/OREOS had no dedicated onboard
attitude sensors, however the spacecraft bus did monitor solar
panel currents. Panels were only mounted on the 7x and 7y
faces, so only an estimate of the x and y components of the
solar vector was available. The spacecraft employed a fixed
voltage set point for the solar arrays.
Fig. 9. NASA Ames Research Center's O/OREOS 3U Cubesat.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of solar vector components fo
Included on the same launch manifest as O/OREOS was
the first Radio Aurora Explorer satellite, RAX-1, a 3U CubeSat
that was developed to study magnetic field-aligned plasma
irregularities in Earth's ionosphere [10], and is illustrated in
Fig. 1. The satellite was developed jointly by SRI Interna-
tional and the University of Michigan, and the science
payload is an ultra high frequency (UHF) radar receiver.
Working in conjunction with ground based incoherent
scatter radar stations, the purpose of the mission was to
improve the understanding of the ionospheric irregularities
with the ultimate goal of enabling short-term forecasting.
The passive magnetic attitude control system consists of
four permanent magnets aligned with the long z axis and
two strips of HyMu80 soft magnetic material mounted in
two axes perpendicular to the permanent magnets. RAX-1
included a full suite of attitude sensors consisting of multiple
photodiodes, two three-axis magnetometers, and a three-
axis rate gyroscope [11]. To improve the accuracy of the
magnetometer and photodiode measurements attitude
independent calibration was performed, with an on-orbit
magnetometer calibration algorithm developed to mitigate
the effect of nearby electronics on the magnetometers,
which are embedded in the spacecraft [12]. The calibrated
photodiode readings were used to create a reliable estimate
of the sun vector in the body frame. In the work described in
this paper the calibrated magnetometer and gyro data were
used solely for independent verification of the solution.

Both O/OREOS and RAX-1 recorded data at 1 Hz. TLE
ephemerides were available for both spacecrafts with
updates occurring about every 24 h, leading to maximum
orbit propagation errors of a few kilometers. Orbit propa-
gation was performed from the TLEs using a reference
implementation of the SGP4 [13] algorithm.
3. Results

The optimization algorithm was run on data from
the O/OREOS and RAX-1 spacecraft. The MATLAB function
fmincon with the ‘active-set’ algorithm was used to per-
form the optimization.
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3.1. O/OREOS

In Fig. 10(a) the measured solar vector as estimated
from solar panel currents is plotted alongside the simu-
lated solar vector, as determined from the solution of the
optimization.

Using laboratory measurements of similar hardware,
the total z-aligned dipole for O/OREOS was estimated to
be 15.5 A m2. The optimized value for the permanent
dipole was [0.31 �0.02 16.9]T A m2, which is not dissimilar
from the assumed installed value. The solved permanent
dipole is close to z-aligned and has a reasonable order of
magnitude.

To demonstrate the problems with using the incorrect
dipole, the optimization was run again on the same data
set, but forcing the modeled permanent dipole strength,
MP, to the pre-launch measured value. The minimal value
of the cost function obtained was over four times larger
than that found by calibrating the dipole.

An attempt to verify the solved permanent dipole can
be made by performing the optimization on a different
data set. Fig. 10(b) shows the result of a second optimiza-
tion run on a different data set. In this second case the
optimal permanent dipole was found to be [0.35 0.02
19.8]TA m2, which is similar but not the same. It is possible
Table 2
Cost functions for optimization of the permanent dipole and initial
attitude for two data sets for the O/OREOS spacecraft.

Dipole optimization used 04-Apr-2011 11-Apr-2011

None (pre-launch) 0.1178 0.3764
Individual 0.1036 0.0812
Joint 0.1047 0.0819
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Fig. 11. Comparison of solar vector components for RAX-1 – 30-Dec-2010. (a) Prio
that the parameters were over-fitted to the data which is
made more likely due to the short available data run and
having only x and y components available.

To test for over-fitting, a final optimization was per-
formed that found two sets of initial conditions and a
single permanent dipole that best explained both sets of
data. This jointly optimized permanent dipole was found
to be [0.30 0.00 17.4]TA m2. The cost functions associated
with each optimization are given in Table 2. The jointly
optimized dipole is still a close fit, with little cost differ-
ence to the individually optimized dipoles.

While the results from the optimization on O/OREOS
look promising, little hard conclusions can be drawn about
the success of the algorithm due to the scarcity of the data
and the limited sensor suite available. By contrast RAX-1
offered richer data sets both in terms of having longer time
periods of data collection, and of having more sensors that
can be used for verification.

3.2. RAX-1

The optimization was run for data from RAX-1, with a
sample set of results shown in Fig. 11. For clarity in the
figure, only the first 1500 s of the data run are shown.

Before launch the permanent dipole was assumed to
be z-aligned with a strength of 3.2 A m2. The estimation
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r to Calibration. (b) With Calibrated Permanent Dipole and Inertia Matrix.

Table 3
Cost functions for optimization of the permanent dipole and initial
attitude for two data sets for the RAX-1 spacecraft.

Dipole optimization used 15-Dec-2010 30-Dec-2010

None (pre-launch) 0.9976 0.9090
Individual 0.1619 0.1636
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algorithm returned an optimal dipole of [0.14 0.02 1.09]T

A m2, markedly different from the pre-launch value both
in magnitude and alignment. Fig. 11 also includes the best
fit over the same dataset if the pre-launch dipole was
used in the dynamics model, and shows how much the
observed and simulated data differ. The cost functions
associated with each optimization are listed in Table 3. The
pre-launch estimated and calibrated inertia matrices are
shown in Eq. (53), and as suspected are similar.

Ipre ¼
0:018 0 0
0 0:018 0
0 0 0:006

2
64

3
75;

Iopt ¼
0:0185 0:0000 0:0001
0:0000 0:0183 0:0004
0:0001 0:0004 0:0043

2
64

3
75 ð53Þ

The RAX-1 spacecraft also includes magnetometers and
gyros, and as the data from these sensors were not used in
the estimation, they can be used to verify the simulated
attitude profile. Fig. 12(a) compares the calibrated magnet-
ometer readings to those generated by the simulation and
Fig. 12(b) compares the onboard gyro data to the angular
rates from the simulation. On the average the magnetometer
readings agree within 0.4 A m�1. The observed offset bet-
ween the simulated angular velocity and the gyro readings is
due to the bias in the gyro.

As was done for the data from O/OREOS, an optimization
was also performed on different data sets from RAX-1. Fig. 13
compares simulated and measured solar vector data for data
sets from 15 and 30 days earlier. The optimized dipoles from
the two data sets were within 2% of the optimal dipole found
from the first RAX-1 dataset studied: for 01-Dec-2010, the
optimal dipole was found to be [0.15 0.011.09]T A m2; and for
15-Dec-2010, [0.15 0.02 1.09]TA m2.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of simulated data to alternative bus data sou
The closeness of the two optimal dipoles and the cross
check against independent bus data builds a strong case
for the validity of the dynamics model and solved para-
meters. The data from 01-Dec-2010 is only 10 days after
launch, and as can be seen by the higher frequency of the
oscillations in Fig. 13(a), the spacecraft is still de-tumbling.
However the estimation algorithm still performs very well,
and still returns a similar optimized dipole. This provides
further validation that the assumed form of the dynamics
model is correct.
3.3. Attitude determination

The optimization described in Section 2 necessarily
propagates a kinematic attitude state, hence providing a
batch estimate of attitude in addition to calibrating the
parameters of the dynamics model. As with the calibra-
tion, this batch attitude estimate is dependent on only
solar vector observations. While truth attitude data were
not available, two metrics were used to estimate the
performance of the batch method. Firstly, an independent
estimate of the attitude of RAX–1 was made using all the
available satellite attitude sensors. Secondly, an estimate of
the uncertainty of the batch attitude solution was made
using a Monte Carlo analysis.

The independent estimate of RAX-1's attitude was
made using a recursive filter that used all the available
flight data, which included two magnetometers and a
MEMS gyro in addition to the photodiodes. This recursive
filter, referred to in this paper as the full filter, is based
upon the multiplicative extended Kalman filter [14] and in
simulation is shown to have an expected 1 s pointing error
of 1.41. A complete description of the full filter can be
found in Ref. [6].
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Fig. 13. Comparison of bus data and simulated data – solar vector components for RAX-1. (a) 01-Dec-2010. (b) 15-Dec-2010.
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Fig. 14. Attitude profiles from calibration compared to independent attitude estimate. (a) Attitude estimate. (b) Angular rate estimate.
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The attitude and attitude rate profiles as generated by
the batch calibration are plotted in Fig. 14, along with the
attitude estimate of the full filter. Fig. 15 plots the error in
the attitude and attitude rates, defined as the difference
between the batch estimate and the full filter. Finally
Fig. 16 plots the total attitude error of the batch estimate.
Nominal attitude errors in each axis are between 1.251 and
3.251, with a total attitude error of 4.51, as listed in Table 4.
Attitude rate errors are nominally 0.11s�1 in each axis.

The uncertainty in the batch attitude solution was esti-
mated using Monte Carlo simulation. The batch optimization
described previously was run multiple times over the same
data set, but each time random noise was added to the
measured solar vector. The added noise was chosen to match
the observed noise in the photodiodes, and was equivalent to
a 1 s angular error of 2.31 in the direction of the solar vector.
The difference between the attitude profile determined in
each Monte Carlo trial and the attitude profile of the nominal
solution was computed, and the standard deviations of these
differences are listed in Table 4. The estimated uncertainties
generated from Monte Carlo simulation match the previously
computed attitude errors well, although appear to slightly
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Table 4
Batch attitude 1 s errors and uncertainties for RAX-1.

Euler angle Full filter error (deg) Monte Carlo
uncertainty (deg)

ϕ 2.53 1.51
θ 1.28 0.52
ψ 3.39 1.95

Total 4.55 3.66
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underestimate them. However, the truth metric used to
compute those attitude errors, the full filter, itself has a
known uncertainty of 1.41 in total attitude.

4. Conclusion

A batch estimation algorithm was developed that is
able to calibrate the unknown parameters of the attitude
dynamics model on orbit, and provide an estimate of the
attitude of a passively magnetically stabilized nano satel-
lite. The estimation takes the form of a non-convex opti-
mization. The algorithm was tested against actual flight
data from two nano satellites, and the resultant para-
meters found through optimization remained physically
realizable. The importance of performing this on orbit
calibration of magnetic properties was shown as even in
steady state, when only a permanent dipole was assumed,
the permanent dipole that best explained the observed
data differed from pre-launch measurements.
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Appendix A. Notation
Symbol
 Description
 Units
μ0
 permeability of free space ¼ 4π � 10�7
 Hm�1
ω
 angular rate, body frame
 rad s�1
q
 unit quaternion, inertial to body frame

ni
 unit vector along ith permeable rod

c
 solar unit vector, body frame

cECI
 solar unit vector, inertial frame

B
 induced magnetic flux density in a permeable

material

T

Br
 remanence flux density of permeable material
 T

Bs
 saturation flux density of permeable material
 T
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H
 external magnetic field, body frame
 A m�1
HECI
 Earth's magnetic field, ECI frame
 A m�1
Hc
 coercivity of permeable material
 A m�1
M
 total dipole of magnetic material
 A m�2
MP
 permanent dipole in a permanent magnet
 A m�2
S
 modified induced magnetic flux density in a
permeable material
V
 volume of permeable material
 m3
I
 moment of inertia, body frame
 kg m2
T
 external torque, body frame
 N m
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